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Fraternity ’shocked’ at accusations
Pike members say they were let down by their national headquarters
B) Edon] Neck edii
Daily staff writer
Members of the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity were "shocked" when they
read that their national headquarters accused them of hazing and alcohol and
drug abuse.
The national headquarters sent a
press release saying that the SJSU chapter had its charter suspended, citing the
violations, which included the controversial "1990 Women of San Jose
State" calendar.
The statement also said that Pi
Kappa Alpha would review the SJSU
alumni for admission into a reorganized
chapter in the fall.

Joe Espinosa. SJSU Pike chapter
president. learned about the press release
after a reporter contacted another memher. He said that he was "very upset"
and that the release "makes me look like
I’m president of a hunch of drug users. ’
"Right now, they’re telling us to
mellow out." Espinosa said. "flow can
they expect us to relax when they’re saying stuff about us publicly’?
"When I found out about the press
release, I was shocked." he added.
"They didn’t tell us anything."
John Mooney . director of chapter
services for Pi Kappa Alpha’s national
headquarters, said that "we were contacted late last night. We were asked to

confluent and we did
Brian Leib’, treastnet for S.Pst
Pike chapter. said that alto reading the
article in the Daily he told Mooney that
he was upset about the release.
"1 11illi him that I do not use
drugs," Leibl said. "My parents read
the Spartan Daily. They’re going to
think I’m a drug user. I’m embarrassed
to %ear our letters."
Fspinosa said that out of the 65
Pikes. maybe tyro 01 thiee smoke marijuana. 1k said it is not something he
considers a problem. and that anyone
who is caught gets help from within
See HATS, back page
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By Kevin J. Well
Daily stag writer
SJSU will he the %Ile for the April 17
tuitional kick-off of President Bush’s Earth
Corps program, it was announced
Wednesday in a plaza commemoration
planning meeting.
The Earth Day 1990 event. entitled
"Survival Revival." will commemorate
the commitment the university had to the
environment in 1970 and recommit SJSU
to the environment for the future.
-The university has made a commitment to the president to assist in the goal
of one billion trees in 10 year,..licia Ferrari, siiluiniecr rep
Earth Corps.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton was
contacted by Earth Corps when it discovered the Earth Day 1970 events on the
SJSU campus that buried a 1970 Ford
Maverick.
Students buried the car to symbolize
the need for alternative transportation.
The commemoration event will be a
reenactment of the parade that pushed the
car to its burial site in front of the faculty
cafeteria.
Participating in the parade will he 15
to 20 pep band members, children front
the Child Development Center and 30 to
cN elists dressed in green.
The Kappa Sigma fraternity, which
pushed the brand new car from a Los
unos dealership in 1970, will push another Maverick in the parade.
Pete Ellis, a student in 1970 who
helped with event, will speak at the commemoration ceremony where a crushed car
yv ill by lowered by a crane to symbolize
the car that was buried.
Reciting a portion of his planned
speech Gil Tuesday, Ellis said. "The commitment issues a challenge . . . to find a
passion to ti ulluiss the tradition of the call to
boycott the use of the automobile.**
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By Kevin J. Well
Daily stag writer
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Former SJSC soccer (earn members Marc Baker. left. and
Steve Schulz participate in spring practice at South Campus

Daily staff writers

Students tossed condoms and
dressed cucumbers while learning
about safe sex practices at a prevention
awareness
program
Wednesday.
Members of SJSU’s Peer AIDS
Education Program sponsored the
informational event for students to
ask questions and pick up information on sexually transmitted diseases.

they’re learning. People are getting
slack about it," said Elena Junkersteld, a junior majoring in international business.
Others thought that the information was helpful. hut that students
need to do more on their own.

"Our society has ample information at its fingertips to he able to
answer your own questions." said
Brent Hipsher, a junior political
science major. But "if someone
comes by and picks up a couple of
condoms, they are more likely to
"Games like tossing condoms use them."
or putting a condom on a cucumber
Students who tossed condoms
makes the whole thing easier to
talk about," said Anne Jones, peer into a cup were given free ones.
Representatives from the Santa
educator.
While most students were com- Clara County Health Department’s
outreach program
fortable with the topic and asked HIV community
questions or actively participated. also handed out a variety of differsome wondered just how valuable ent condoms including mint flavored. non-lubricated condoms.
the education was.
"which are especially good for
"I’m sure the education is good. oral sex," said Beverly Davis, one
but people need to utilize what
See SEX. back page
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on Tuesda) afternoon. XIthough the two are no longer memhers of the team, they are practicing it, stas in shape.

Students in a pickle
discussing safe sex
By Jamie Pitts
and Lawrence J. Salisbury

Davis

Kelley Chinn

Daily stall

Construction crews dismantle the concrete pavement on Seventh Street.
"The automobile is an endangered
product.** he said. "it is up to all of us, especially the students, to act on the commitment."
Ellis also urged faculty members to
use ecology and talk about the environment problem in their classes throughout
Earth Week. April 16-20. "Seventy-five
percent of all the classes that week (in
197(1) did this."
The plaza construction on Seventh
Street. which was planned for the Earth
Day event, is the first chance for the uniersity to turn the street into something
useful. said Meredith Moran assistant to
the dean of student services "Ninth Street
See EAR 111. back page

SJSU professor
faces court trials

I
al

Campus chosen
for Earth Corps
program kickoff

Professor Thomas Balgooyen was indicted by a federal grand jury Wednesday
on two counts of tiling false tax returns.
’Fhi+ conies almost a month following
his federal indictment alleging 11 counts
of Irish and Wildlife Law violations.
The indictment alleges that Halgooyen failed to report more than $25,500
on income tax returns for the years 1985
and 1986, according to the release from
the U.S. Attorney’s Office.
The income was reportedly earned
from his tree trimming service. Doc B’s
I we Practice. In Balgooyen’s tax returns,
tic tailed to report the income. the indictment claims.
If convicted on both counts, he could

lace up to six years in prison and $500,0(8)
in fines.
According to the indictment, the investigation by the Criminal Investigation
Division of the Internal Revenue Service
found that on Balgooyen’s 1986 tax return
he failed to report receipts front sales for
hi., business. That income was reported to
he approximately 512 ,250 .
On his 1987 tax return, the indictment alleges that he stated a "gross receipts or sales" of 530.324 while knowing
that his actual sales vy ere S43,851.
Balgooyen’s initial court date is set
for Thursday.
That is one day before the court date
set where he will appear to face charges
for a March 7 indictment alleging that he
See TRIALS. back page

Alumni withdraw university support
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer

The glass case was loaded carefully
into the hack of the jeep.
"It’s going home," Phyllis Simpkins
said.
Inside the glass case was a scale
model for a new athletic facility that Simpkins was taking out of the Spartan football offices.
Home is also where alumni support
for the university has gone since Claude
Gilbert was fired as head football coach,
according to alumni that support programs
at SJSU.
Groundbreaking for the Spartan Stadium Sports Complex has been delayed
indefinitely due to the withdrawal of financial backing for the project, according
to Phyllis’ husband. Alan.
The Simpkins started the project and
are coordinating the fund raising behind
it. They have spent nearly two years and
raised nearly $900.((X) for the complex.
It was estimated that more than
$50(1.0(10 has been contributed to the project by the Simpkins themselves, according to the San Jose Mercury News.
Groundbreaking for the 21.0(X)-

uiuullioui athletic facility
srphii C I it.
was scheduled to he April 28.
The firing of Gilbert was "the straw
that broke the camel’s back," said Emerson Arends. who has withdrawn nearly
$80.000 in pledges toward the Spartan
Stadium Sports Complex.
Arends is a former president of the
SJSU Alumni Association and the Spartan
Foundation.
Ray Davilla has resigned as chairman
for the major gifts fund-raising committee
with the Spartan Foundation in the wake
of Gilbert ’s firing. He resigned because he
"didn’t think he could work with Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman.’’
Davilla. a 1948 graduate of SJSU
said he agrees with SJSU President Gail
Fullerton’s statement to the Mercury
News that support has been lost in the past
and hopefully would be regained in the future.
"If she’s gone, and Randy Hof(man’s gone. you will see a surge of support coming back," Davilla said.
Fullerton told the Mercury News that
the university supports Hoffman and its
See COMPLEX. back puut
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OH ,THANKS, Guys,

SOME GAY
WHEN I’M OUT
CS PAROLE ...
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The Sacramento Bee
on campaign fundraising ethics
Speaking with a straight f.00 c. Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown on Monday lamented the provision in
the pending legislative ethics reform bills banning any
gift worth over S250. The limit. Brown said, "would
create a major problem in terms of the normal social
intercourse existing for humankind."
Rubbish.
Maybe such a ban would cramp the speaker’s
lifestyle. Last year. Brown received Academy Award
tickets valued at St139 and a Kentucky Derby gift
including hotel room, dinner and race
package
track tickets valued at S2.150. But the social intercourse of humankind is hardly threatened because the
speaker might be forced to forgo the Academy
Awards and Kentucky Derby, or heaven, forbid, pay
his own way.
Speaker Brown, the most influential member of
the two-house conference committee that will decide
the fate of the Legislature’s yearlong ethics reform effort, is in a position to significantly undercut that effort. But the speaker isn’t the only one.
Faced with the recent conviction of one of its
members on political corruption charges, the indictment of a former member, an ongoing FBI corruption
probe and pervasive public mistrust about the influence of special interests. the Legislature needs to
make a forthright stand on ethics reform.
Li
The Sacramento Union
on the death penalty
Opponents of the death penalty clapped and
cheered outside San Quentin Prison Monday when the
U.S. Supreme Court refused to allow California to
carry out its first execution in 23 years.
At the same time, a disappointed and frustrated
Gov. George Deukmejian lashed out at "an anything
but competent" judicial system that has refused to
carry out the death sentence levied against Robert
Alton Harris Ii years ago for murdering two teen-age
boys.
We share the governor’s angry reaction. By
continuing to delay the much deserved maximum penalty against Harris, the courts have dealt a body blow
to the public confidence in their integrity.
...Society should be concentrating on what
should be the uppermost objective of a penal policy
punishment of the offender. And in Robert Alton Harris’ case, there can only be one courts: Let the punishment fit the crime.
Li
The Escondido Times Advocate
on Vista’s auto mall
Conjure up for a moment a fellow out shopping
for a car. He can’t tear himself away from that little
red sports car. Sure, he has four kids, and the car has
only two doors. Sure, it’s clearly beyond his means.
Sure, it’s noisy and an inefficient gas guzzler, the
king’ of car that’s wrecking the environment. In short,
itjtt no way meets his needs.
’ "I’ll take it."
The Vista City Council succumbed to such impulse buying when it rashly approved a giant auto
mall on Sycamore Drive at Highway 78.
Set aside for a moment very real concerns about
the destruction of sensitive wetlands two acres of
Buena Creek will be paved over and lost as a riparian
habitat for wildlife and the inevitable deterioration
of property values in the nearby residential area.
The city is barreling ahead with a purchase it
can’t afford.
Council members breezily brushed aside a citycommissioned study by M.R. Ferrell and Associates,
which warned that auto parks in Escondido and Carlsbad would make it tough sledding for yet another in
Vista. Besides the competition, there’s the worrisome
possibility that the New Motor Vehicle Board will nix
new dealerships being located so close to Escondido
and Carlsbad.
The city certainly cannot be blamed for searching
for ways to beef up its sales tax revenue base. Car
sales alone in Escondido and Carlsbad outdistance all
retail sales in Vista.
But on this project, the council is taking a reckless drive.
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combat all the
SOMETIMES trying to
problems I am faced with as an SJSU student seems to be a never-ending cycle of
frustrations.
Tuesday was one of those days. Because
of the recent burglary at Spartan Village along
with a number of tire slashings. I decided that I
would rather drive my car to campus instead of
kiteadving it there all day to be stolen or vandal -
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More to Easter than eggs and bunnies
Shoving and pushing, tic
crowds pressed in to see Him, this
man condemned to die.
"This was a King?" they asked
themselves, their faces surprised at
the broken figure of a man.
Amazed, they watched him
slump his way down the road before him. He looked sad and defeated.
The wails of mourners were audible among the cries of scorn and
the shouts of hate emanating from
the moving throng of people.
"This man claimed to be the
Messiah-,--- the annointed one ofi
God?" they asked. Indignantly,
they rejected the man and shook
their heads.
Thorns, from a mocking crown
put on his head by soldiers, bit into
the man’s scalp so that sweat and
blood mingled down the sides of
his face. He licked his chapped and
swollen lips and found no comfort
in any wetness as the dust rose,
filling his face.
Hard on his shoulders, he carried a wooden beam whose splinters rubbed against the bloody welts
on his bare back.
Impatient with their progress,
the Roman soldiers selected someone from the crowd to carry the
cross, his death device.
Then they nailed him to it.
While he hung there, the audience sneered, saying, "If you’re
the Son of God, save yourself!"
But there was something in the
man’s eyes. They wondered why
compassion and grief flowed from
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It seemed as though
they had reached his
very heart as they spit
at him,
death by rising from the dead.
Crazy as it may sound, that’s it.
his gaze.
More than his body was broken. Easter. God reached down to man
’ng him
It seemed as thOtigh they had ’ and ’ ’gave him life,
reached his very heart as they 4pit fmm ’his shame and-gut t y taking
it upon himself.
at him.
That’s why it’s such good news.
And later in the afternoon, when
Maybe you’ve been to church
the sky was unusually dark and
frightening, he gave up his life and read the bible or seen "Godspell" or "Jesus Christ Superstar"
willingly.
His friends took his body and and you say to yourself, "Yes, he
was a good man, but he. wasn’t
placed it in a tomb.
Roman soldiers were ordered to God or anything like that. He was
guard the entrance, with a penalty just a man."
If so, then explain why all but
of death if they fell asleep or disone of his disciples, his most faithobeyed.
But they left. Ever wonder why? ful followers, died martyr’s deaths
When the man’s grieved friends for a lie.
Think about it. Look into it.
came back on the third day to finish preparing his body for burial. When you’re out getting ready for
they found that a huge stone had the egg hunt, decorating eggs os
been rolled away from the entrance putting on the Easter dress for your
semi-annual trip to church, dwell
and the body gone.
He had risen from the dead. This on the true meaning of Easter.
People can say what they want
man was Jesus. He was the Son of
about his life, his crucifixion and
God.
they can even put flowers on a
This is Easter.
It means Jesus, a man who had grave in honor of his death, but I
done no wrong, suffered a death know Jesus rose from the dead.
meant for us and then defeated Lisa Cuellar is a Daily .staff writer

I don’t have a parking permit because I
didn’t need one when I had my bike. Not having to buy a $81 permit was a great idea until
the one day came when someone stole my bike
from the racks on Seventh Street. I usually was
able to park it near Wahlquist Library North
where I could keep an eye on it, until the new
bike regulations forced me to park farther away.
Anyway. getting back to Tuesday. When I
got to the Seventh Street garage. it was closed,
of course. I then decided to go to my last resort,
which was the small dirt lot next to the Bank of
America on Third Street. To my surprise, the
money -hungry lot owners had raised their prices
to $4 a day.
BECAUSE they no longer have any competition from the lot that wa.s closed next
door on Fourth Street by the Colonnades,
they could raise their prices. Thank you, redevelopment agency.
So, not having the $4, I was left to
scrounge for a place in the surrounding neighborhood. As many people know, finding a place
within a mile of campus is a major event.
But, luckily, I found one within three
blocks. I was walking on air at this point. I felt
so lucky that I didn’t have to pay anyone money
to park.
When I walked back to my car eight hours
later, it looked like it was covered with tree
leaves. But, as I walked closer I noticed that my
car was absolutely smothered in bird droppings.
There was just enough clear space on the windshield for me to see through as I drove straight
to the car wash.
To end it all. I was forced to pay $3.50 for
a special wash. It was extra because the stuff
had to be scraped off.
I guess it would have been worth it to fork
over the $4 for the overpriced lot after all.
Jahiclaughlin.is an associate editor
,’"
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Letters to the Editor

Coach Gilbert ouster unfair

Editor,
My wife and I have been Spartan football fans
for many years. We were student season ticket holders
for several years. For the past three or four years, we
have been Gold Reserved season ticket holders. We
have encouraged friends and co-workers to check out
the games and have succeeded in converting a few
people to the ranks of Spartan fans. We are staunch
supporters of Coach Gilbert. We feel that the football
program is the most exciting in the Bay Area.
The dismissal of Coach Gilbert is an act that we
just can’t condone. It is easy to say that he should recruit more high school seniors and we agree that it
would be better for the football program to have the
stability. SJSU just doesn’t have the academic reputation, nor is the Big West Conference competitive
enough to attract, quality high school athletes. The
other West Coast universities have too much to offer.
We feel that Coach Gilbert has done a commendable
job with the resources given him. He fields an exciting and competitive football team each season.
We do not intend to attend any Spartan football
games until the time that Coach Gilbert is reinstated.
A.M. Marinucci
search. Determined not to miss out
S.B. Marinucci
on the glory of discovering an egg,
I doggedly followed him.
Taking another look at the map,
we noticed an incredible clue that
we had overlooked. A compass Editor,
Recently, I was eating dinner in the Student
with its arrow pointing directly at
Union when I noticed on the table an advertisement
the Spartan Complex. (SPX).
Like characters in an Indiana for coffee using styrofoam cups. For five cents mor,
Jones movie, we crawled through though, you can get coffee in a paper cup. I know that
hushes, garbage and spider webs. a paper cup will not insulate the coffee and keep it
We tramped through mud and dirt hot, but I wonder if the owners of the Student Union
know what exactly causes the ozone hole in our atmoignoring smirks from passers-by.
Our search produced one silver sphere or about the Montreal Protocol.
Basically, when you make those wonderful styegg. located on a window sill, but
no golden egg. We decided to end rofoam cups, you produce chloroflorocarbons (CFCs)
that make there way into the atmosphere and attack
our search for the day.
On our way back to the Spartan the ozone. Starting in 1989, the Montreal Protocol reDaily, Larry spotted another silver quired the reduction in production and consumption of
egg hidden behind a pipe in front these CFCs by 50 percent for the next 10 years.
So the SJSU campus should help to reduce the
of the Office of Admissions and
Records. We were like Olympic use of these cups and not require the five cents more
athletes who had the silver, but for a cup of coffee. Or even better, just stop using
them . . . it could be a matter of life and death
were still going for the gold.
We didn’t even get a chance to
Charles Redman
read clue number three on
Senior
Wednesday before we heard the
Meteorology
news. . .the golden egg had been
found.
Jeff Kidd found the egg in a tree
between the Music Building and
the Event Center.
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the ediWhat about the compass pointtor. All letters may be edited for grammar, libel and
ing at SPX? I don’t know.
I do know, however. that I will length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
return next year and find the home phone number (not for publication) must acgolden egg
or my name isn’t company all letters. Letters may be delivered to the
Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library
Stacy "The Snoop" Olsen.
Stacy C. Olsen is a Daily staff North 104 or the Student Union infOrmation desk
writer

Solving the mystery of the golden egg

Signed columns are written by members of the
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the
writer and not the viewpoints of the newspaper staff
I’ve always thought of myself as
or department ofjournalism and mass communica- an amateur detective, a sort of
tions.
Nancy Drew, Jr.
When I saw the posters advertising the Golden Egg Hunt sponsored by the Associated Students
Leisure Services, I knew I had
found my next mystery to solve.
Published for the University and the University Community
Hidden somewhere at SJSU was
by the Department of Journalism and Mass
a golden egg worth $200 to a stuCommunications Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
dent clever enough to find it. I figsarnor1 clam war, pad a San kw CAMP,. Meinbet M (7.6ko". "orn Publo.cd 1.0
ured I was just the sleuth for the
..on end N. Marmon Ihrst RAN. dach Is Sac 1114 Star Onovros clunN
iI/tge
11.
job.
prom ramrod sc Or cape
00
No.. cd N. Ilepannnont . Jouroacs. and 14a
Cionownassuns
cldrn.snmon
a.. gr.., a.m.. Mal subnipoons
On Monday I picked up clue
arcrpord on a ornanda ve
hr.
as.... 120 Each sane. $10 00 OR mope
number one.
or. or co. 15 rrno
on.. JAN, pod lue thrcnigli ...MN RAW Armen lonch
11* pa hsl erne pooled ooJo.r Ni,.. dan. 024 32211 Adoroang 0240270 P..
Indr
"Just come to our office (you
prod.Pubkanuns
won’t cause a stir) and pick up a
Poona. N. rod.’ Was ono.. ccc Spew (.5 San lote Sc. 100.0.5 Onr
S.0 /. CA9SI92
Leisure Services Spring Calendar."
STAFF
Although not much of a lead to
Lam la QM
Aldo P...
go on, I hoped the calendar would
041.11., Dismor
Laun Adsr0
I Ni Fas.
NW Dorno.
reveal a sign of the secret hiding
place.
6.0200..,
fIntan /491./
1 thumbed through the pages of
the calendar. Nothing. I decided to
Worn OP&
Sylos LAW
pursue another tactic.
inasplc R
Also hidden on campus were 56
Ichan c nosh
Emu H..,
5atoo141 AdwrInani Xmor
Robin I eitd
silver eggs. If found, they could be
.101 .4arvie
(*Mar 8.1
redeemed at the Leisure Services
100.0.0
Cob., Pr.,,
An Norio,
Marqd
office for various donated prizes. I
1,04.rvron Mawr
figured I would look for the silver
Orparnorra
a.m. Far*
Rm. Morales".
eggs until I had the information I
5.1.1 Lc* In. NN.
Ss. Canabal
4.
F sae..
N. Rao., 10..5 K.niM srth
needed to continue my quest for
Mr. Papas Eden Nip
the golden egg.
I
4,000 I. M.o. I as
C wigs Ma dr GPM Chran Dv Gm.
him Baton
,,,
144* 5.4* 1.1" 14,1 Rca *I Sons C OW. Jam No. Dor Ra.olds Rw.
As I walked to and from my
Nobnonn
So., 4* 4 Ser. M. Soo.. T.., Dumps. Eccdrao C
classes I searched the trees, bushes
WA Paw W...
and ivy but I didn’t find a single
14101,4011.4
(4.44.1 Koles Cho Ln.. i hon Cacers Cnolc 141. Orwo Sam.. Ikaga Kenn.
trace of a silver egg.
.
45
Iota r. R.ro 4r1
Shaw
On Tuesday, after a good
night’s sleep, I pursued the golden
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Taking a lesson from Montreal

Spartan Daily

egg with renewed vigor and clue
number two.
"If you find our office, you
needn’t stray, that egg is just a
couple of inches away."
How tricky those Leisure Services scoundrels were. I’d stake my
reputation that the egg wasn’t hidden inches away from that office.
There had to be more toil.
Although I rarely work with
partners. I enlisted the help of my
fellow reporter Christine De Graw.
We guessed that "inches away"
probably meant inches away on the
map located on page four of the
calendar.
It narrowed down our search,
but not by much. We concentrated
our search around the Engineering
building, the University Dining
Room. the Student Union and the
Art building. It was fruitless.
Exhausted and disappointed, we
returned to the Spartan Daily.
Reporter Larry Salisbury decided that he would continue the
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Students learn about selves, future
Four in running
to replace Dorosz

Br Adolfo Torres
Dimly staff writer
Iva Lewis, a sophomore from
Oakland High School was among
Lduin Acesvdo
the five hundred students who parC01111111UCC 111C111berS ti l had
Daily staff writer
ticipated in the fifth annual Black
Dorosis replacement were
It’s down to the final tour. nominated by the faculty
Recruitment Day Monday.
and the search for a qualified according to the policy governAfrican Leaders Educating and
Associated Academic Vice ing search committees. A cerRising Together. Educational OpPresident for undergraduate tain number of professors.
portunity Program and Student Afstudies is almost over.
firmative Action were among the
deans and other faculty memLeon Dorris’, who has held bers are required under this polmany organizations that sponsored
the position since 1985, decided icy.
the event.
to go hack to teaching biology
It included presentations by
The members are: John
for the fall. A nationwide search Baird. professor of business;
community leaders, informational
last December came up empty Delores Escobar, dean of educaworkshops and entertainment.
and the second search has nar- tion: Celeste Kitagawa. affirmaFrank Withrow. community edrowed the field of 90 applicants tive action officer; Vida Kenk,
ucator, lecturer, writer and keyto four.
note speaker for this year’s event.
professor of biology: Bill
The semifinalists are: Helen McCraw, professor of political
was given a standing ovation by
Desfosses, who is on sabbatical science; Steven Milner, coordistudents, faculty and staff memfrom State University of New nator of African-American studbers following his presentation
York at Albany, where she is ies; Arlene Okerlund, academic
about education.
advertising director of the pub- vice president and Consuelo ROStudents cheered and screamed
lic policy program and an asso- driguez associate dean for eduas he advised them to stay in
ciate professor; Irma Guzman- cational equity.
school and obtain a higher educaWagner, SJSU program director
tion.
GoIm
said
the
first
nationof administration and higher ed"He told us what we need to
wide
search
was
unsuccessful
know about our history and our
ucation; Lela Llorens. SJSU
professor and chair of the occu- because a qualified candidate
heritage." said Akili Nickson, a
freshman from Yerba Buena High
pational therapy department and could not be found.
School. "It was shocking to see a
Ray Lou. coordinator of the
Dorosz is difficult to replace.
man of that age, who can put
SJSU Asian studies department GoIm said, because he has the
rhymes together like that," he
in the school of social sciences. dual responsibility of curricsaid.
John Colin, chairman of the ulum development and educaLisa Whaley, a senior in behavcommittee to find Dorosz’s re- tional equity. GoIm said that
ioral science, and coordinator for
placement, said a recommenda- traditionally, the two jobs are
the event said she noticed students
tion will be given to SJSU Presi- separate hut that Fullerton
benefited from the event.
dent Gail Fullerton by April 19. wanted the jobs combined.
"It was not just rapping," Nickson said, "it all made a lot of
sense."
Most of the students moved side
to side while clapping to Nickson’s
rap.
After the presentation by the
keynote speaker, students chose
between workshops that included
RAiv. II() MIRAGE (AP)
ful without any problems or com- education, engineering, criminal
Former President Gerald R. Ford plications," Circle said. "Presi- justice and many others.
underwent surgery that replaced dent Ford is resting comfortably."
The students were also given a
his left knee, damaged during his
Orthopedic surgeon Dr. Robert chance to listen to information that
high school and collegiate football Murphy said Ford will have his interested them, according to Caldays, with a man-made prosthetic right knee replaced in October for vin Thomas, a senior in political
knee joint.
similar injuries.
science.
"He has had very bad arthritis in
Ford, 76. was listed in good
A motivational workshop was
condition following the 90-minute both of his knees dating to when he
operation Wednesday at the Eisen- played football in the 1930s,"
hower Medical Center in Rancho Murphy said. "He’s just gotten to
For the Record
Mirage, said Penny Circle, Ford’s the point where he was walking
An
article
dealing with A.S
chief of staff.
bone-on-bone. There was no cartifunding for celebrations appearing
"The surgery was very success- lage."
in Monday’s issue should have
stated that Gamma Zeta Alpha is
recognized by,SJSU and the (mgi
YesterDaily
nal amount ,requested by the group
Because many .students are no! dent Union on May 2 and will be was reduced by the group. The article also should have stated that
on campus every day. YesterDaily catered by Spartan Shops.
the $2,500 requested by the group
provides readers with a recap of
was for an entertainer.
the previous day’s top stories.
0
The worst that could happen to
While trying to combat comIn a profile of San Jose mayoral
plaints of smoking in a Wahlquist the department of journalism and
Library North hallway last week, mass communications would be a candidate Luis Garza that appeared
re-accreditation, in the March 21 issue of the Sparthe Environmental Health and Oc- provisional
cupational Safety department re- according to Kenneth Blase, the tan Daily, it should have stated that
moved the bright orange padded department chairman, following a Garza was arrested but not charged
benches and metal ashtray along a national accreditation committee or cited for public drunkenness
0
meeting in Chicago Sunday.
first floor corridor.
In an article dealing with the demolition of Spartan Daily that apThe Associated Students Board
Except for disrupted classes. peared in Wednesday’s issue, it
of Directors is spending $930 to there were few problems in Tues- should have stated that the contracthrow a party. It will be at 5 p.m. day morning’s "Duck, Cover and tor is waiting for a rules interpretain the University Room of the Stu- Hold" evacuation drill.
tion before demolition can begin.

Gerald Ford undergoes
surgery for new left knee

’He told us what
we need to know
about our history
and our heritage.’

Akili Nickson,
freshman from
Verb Buena High School
developed to increase the awareness on education and to increase
self-esteem among the students, he
:ad
The students were given hypothetical situations to resolve. One
was about two students who go to a
party. but as they are leaving, the
one with a license is drunk. "So
what would you do?" the students
were asked.
"This was good, and you can
learn many things from it," Lewis
said about the discussions that took
place.
Other students like Nickson
learned more about themselves.
Nickson said.
The students were given information about what to do and what
not to do when they apply to a university. Advice was given by SJSU
students and community leaders.
High school students had the opportunity to see black students like
themselves in the university.
Students said they agreed with
this year’s slogan of "Unity is our
success for fundation."
This concept was stressed by the
speaker, according to Steven Robinson, a freshman from Yerha
Buena High School.
"He showed us we could do it,
he said. "Unite and spread," Robinson said.
"Many of the students benefited
form the event, and I hope this program continues to be offered,"
said Charles Lindsay, a freshman
from Verna Buena High School.
Lewis described the event in two
words, "fun education."
Accordinp to Savander Parker,

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Co-op orientation, 1 30 p m . S U.
Guadelupe Room
SOCIETY OF LATINO ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS: General meeting GE requirements workshop, 1230 p.m.. Chicano Resource Center, Call 924-3830.
AKBAYAN: Roller skating. 730 p.m to 9:30
p.m., CalSkate Milpitas Call 947-0290 or
773-0675.
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCE CLUB:
Class and Requests (drop-ins welcome), 8
p.m. to 10:30 p.m.. Women’s gym. Spartan
Complex (Room 891. Call 293-1302 or 2876369.
CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:
Recital of Beethoven’s music for cello and
piano by faculty members Robert Sayre and
John Delevoryas. 710 p.m SJSU Concert
Hall Call 924-4590.
SPARTACUS: Programmer from General
Electric’s Nuclear Division speaks about
control room cable layout, 11:30 a.m., ENG
486 Call 241-7567.

los). Call 298-0204.
OTHER
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Passover with
Jewish Professors, Tuesday, April 17, 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria. Call 286-1531,
ASIAN
AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Message on Handling Finances and Biblical Financial Planning,
Tuesday. April 17; Message on Prayer
Guest Speaker: AACF’s regional director
Rich Hong. Tuesday, April 24, both at 7
p.m., both in S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call
275-1057.
REENTRY PROGRAM: Math Anxiety
workshop. 9 a m April 17 and 24, Mm 269
Call 924-5930
DISABLED STUDENTS ASSOC.: April 17
events Disability Awareness Day, noon to
5:30 p.m.: Charlie Wedemeyer speaks and
shows documentary, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., all.
Umunhum Rm: Outstanding student, faculty
and staff award ceremony and reception, 4
p.m. to 5 p.m.; Free showing of "My Lett
Foot,- at Camera Three, 5:30 p.m..
BUL LYT: A presentation by Dr Engell.
12:30 p.m., April 18.
MACINTOSH USER GROUP: Meeting.
noon (beginners), 12:30 p.m. (all), IRC 310
Call (415) 968-0491.
AD CLUB: General meeting, Apnl 18. 7
pm SU Umunhum Room Call 924-3270

SATURDAY
BETA ALPHA PSI: VITA, last chance for
tax assistance, 9 am to 1 p.m., BC 213.
Call 924-3492

ECONOMICS STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION:
Speaker. Homer Fletcher. Ret S J Head Librarian, "Intellectual Freedom (truth, trust.
and information), necessary ingredients for
representative government,- April 19. noon.
S.0 Guadalupe Room. Call 262-2961

SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Palm Sunday
Worship, 10 45 am (Lutheran), Palm Sunday Mass. 830 pm (Catholic). Campus
Christian Center Chapel (10th and San Car-

ACADEMIC VICEPRESIDENT’S OFFICE: Open forum. Dr Lela Llorens Candi
date for Associate AVP Undergraduate
Studies 4 p m Eng 285 Call 924-2404
BLACK MASQUE: Meetings, 730 pm

April 24, Helen’s House; Pot luck dinner scrapbook, 6 p.m. April 29. Helen’s House:
Change of application deadline by 3 p.m .
Box 125, April 23. Call 554-9332.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY COMPAITTE: Sex in the ’90’s, April 14, 10 a.m. to
2 p.m., S.U. mid-level.
CALVARY: -The Victor." musical drama.
April 13-15, 7 p.m.. Calvary Church, 16330
Los Gatos Blvd. Los Gatos. Call 356-5126

director of Student Affirmative
Action, they choose to convey
their message with raps so students
could relate better, he said.
Nickson said the event worked
very effectively and that he will
continue his education to unite
black people who are not working
together.
"The event was very successful," Whaley said, because the

Slamon - Daily stall photographer

event reached students. She said
she was ready for next year’s event
and that the number of students
will not increase to effectively
reach those who are interested in a
higher education.
Parker believes that events like
these are what people need. "If we
don’t educate our community, we
are in great deal of trouble." he
said.
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Academics top priority in Stan’s first year
All-around effort important
in recruiting Spartan players

Morrison’s hoop players
a success in classroom
B, Barbara I .angle,
and %haute’ %Inciter
Daily staff writers

Winning games is the goal of
any athletic team, but for SJSU’s
head basketball coach Stan Morrison. making the grade is just as imponant as making the basket.
"His number one goal is to
graduate his players." said senior
guard Torn Desiano, one of the
three seniors to graduate this year.
"If players don’t put in the time
in the classroom, that would be
more disappointing to him than not
winning any games." Desiano
said.
In Morrison’s first season as
coach his team won eight games
and only seven out of the team’s 28
contests seemed to be out of reach.
The Spartan team consisted of 15
new player including eight freshmen.
A large trophy case displays
Morrison’s philosophy to his players. Above a banner that stresses
the importance of academics, are
symbols of school life. From the
beginning of a player’s career to
the end of his stay at SJSU. Below
the banner are symbols of basketball. high tops and SJSU jerseys.
"The cake is the first thing that
the players see when they enter the
office." Morrison said. "I do not
have any pictures in here of players
right now, because the only pictures I put up of my team are the
ones in their caps and gowns.
"When Tom Desiano graduates
this semester he will be the first
one above my door. That way my
players see it on their way out of
my office. I have always stressed
that the player is first a student,
then aq athlitte," Morriaon said.
"I am fully aware that the gym
wasn’t the first building built on
campus and that athletics are a byproduct of education."
When Morrison was at the Univerity of the Pacific he graduated
100 percent of his players. In
1979, three players on the team
were also academic All-Americans
and one was a Rhodes Scholar candidate. When the 50-year-old mentor was USC’s basketball coach,
his player’s graduation rate was
between 50 and 75 percent.
Graduation rates are complicated statistics.
"When I was at USC, if one of
my players quit who was not in
good standing after the first year I
would get penalized." Morrison
said. "If the player transferred regardless of his grades. I would not
get credit and if he didn’t graduate
in five years I would get penalized.
There were a lot of factors involved with the graduation rates
and it is not a clear cut answer.
Right now, the NCAA is in the
process of changing the rules," he
said.
The athletic depanmeqt provides all freshman athletes or athletes possessing a grade point average of 2.5 or below with study
halls and tutors.
According to Athletic Director
Randy Hoffman, it is clear that
acadernio ore a vital part ;of the
student athlete and he said he
thinks that message has been
clearly sent recently.
"I think that Coach Berry was
very supportive of in terms of students going to classes and I think
that Stan is even more so," Hoffman said. ’Coach Morrison
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SPORTS
’I am fully aware
that the gym
wasn’t the first
building built on
campus and that
athletics are a byproduct of
education.’
Stan Morrison,
head coach, men’s basketball

stresses the importance behind
studying. lie wants the players to
understand the big picture."
According to Morrison, the
most important thing for the student athlete is creating a positive
learning enviroment.
"1 told them that getting your
degree will allow you to open the
door and walk in, but what you
have learned will let you keep the
job," Morrison said. "I am just
fulfilling my promise to their parents. I told them that they would
go to class, and that they would
participate in the study table. If
they don’t, they would not practice. And if you don’t practice.
then you don’t play."
Aside from what the athletic department provides. Morrison set up
study halls just for the basketball
players five nights a week totalling
at least 10 hours and sometimes
more, said Benny White, assistant
coach and academic adviser for the
team.
"I do all I can to keep these
guys in line,," White said. "He
keeps in touch with the’.’phiyers
daily, makes sure they are attending class, and also goes through
the grade checks that the players’
professors fill out three times a semester."
Philip Crump. a freshman redshirt last season because of academics, agreed with White, saying
that occasionally Morrison will sit
in on the players’ classes to personally check up on the team.
Crump said that during the team
study halls, which meet every Sunday through Thursday from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m., that the players
will play "professor" for five or
10 mintues. telling his fellow teammates about what he was learning.
"He stressed academics from
the start," said Crump. "He promised to give us 100 percent if we
gave him that as well."
White has seen grades improve
and many of the players’ approach
to school.
Morrison puts an equal emphasis on both academics and
game performance. He doesn’t
want the university to exploit the
players, but because of the educational opportunity, for the players
to exploit the university. White
said.
"Andre Brooks had to make up

Morrison drums up
support for team
By Mark Smith

sonally met with all the fraternities
and sororities trying to make supporting basketball a higher priority
with the groups.
Morrison met with potential student season ticket holders. He also
spoke with students living in the
residence halls.
Coach Morrison "is more than
willing to meet with any group."
according to Rigg.

Stan Morrison has made it a
point to be a hands-on coach when
it comes to promoting the SJSU
men’s basketball team.
Attendance has increased from
an average of 1.624 people lalt
season under former coach Bill
Berry, to an average of 2,690 this
season under the guidance of Morrison.
With his personality and enthuThe second highest attendarke
figure in Spartan history, 4,439 siasm, Morrison has had numerous
spectators, was reached against public speaking engagements with
Morrison’s former institution UC the likes of the Rotary Club among
other organizations.
Santa Barbara on March 3, which
Another factor which contribended in a 77-76 Spartan loss.
Morrison "has helped a great uted to the increase in attendance
deal with promotion," said James was the opening of the Event CenRigs. athletic department market- ter which replaced the Civic Center
ing assistant.
as the site of the men’s basketball
Before the start of the season. games. The Event Center holds 4,Morrison tried to reach all factions 500 fans, while the Civic Center
of the campus community. He per- only holds 2,5110.

MN

COPY
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Michael Caulfield

Daily staff photographer

Coach Stan Morrison finally lets it all go after realizing his team still has
a chance to pull it off during an 80-76 loss to New Mexico State.
an aviation class every Monday
during practice and Kenne Young
could only take a class at one time
on Tuesday so he would have to
leave after 45 minutes of practicc," Morrison -said. "I have always wanted my players to know
that its not them against me. hut
that its me with them."
With his return from the Final
Four basketball championships on

Monday, Morrison insisted on
keeping the study hall for that
night, White said.
Former head coach Bill Berry
had similar study tables for the
to
according
players
but,
White.’ No one has graduated in a
while."
"I think that Coach Morrison
stresses academics more than
Coach Berry did," Desiano said.
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lenge, Morrison said
Morrison has had success in reAll SJSU men’s basketball cruiting. He signed several future
coach Stan Morrison asks for is NBA players, such as Darnell Hill nun and Gus Williams. He rethree hours a day.
He tells potential players that if cruited collegiate stars Bo Kimble
they give hint three hours a day. he and the late Hank Gathers to USC
will give them 24 hours for the rest when he was head coach of the
of their lives. That fatherly advice Trojans. After Morrison left USC.
was echoed by Spartan freshman those two players also left and
starred for Paul Westhead’s Loyola
Philip Crump.
"Coach Morrison made you feel Marymount Lions.
Since coming to SJSU a year
more at home," Crump said of
Morrison’s recruiting attitude. ago. Morrison has continued to re"He was warm and it was like a fa- cruit well. Last year he signed
ther relationship, lie promised to guard Terry Cannon. the Los Angive us 1(1) percent if we give 100 geles city player of the year. He
also signed Crump, who was the
percent"or stiM
m has to rely on his per- named to the all -Philadelphia city
team.
sonality
and
Crump
said
dedication to the
he was recruited
players because
by East Coast
doesn’t
SJSU
schools such as
have the prestige
Hall.
other
Scion
that
have.
Providence and
schools
said
Temple. but deMorrison
schools
cided on Morrithat
son and SJSU.
such as North
The new arena
Carolina and Inand the coaching
diana select their
staff convinced
players, rather
that
than having to
Crump
go out and reSJSU would he
cruit them. If
a good place for
SJSU can ima fresh start. He
Morrison
Stan
prove along the
sat out last seapath that Morrison has set, some- son due to academics, hut should
day those recruits may come to this see action next year.
school.
"I wanted to go fin- away from
Recruiting "is a very difficult
process," Morrison said. "Every- home." Crump said. "The school
one wants the best players. We is great. When I came here for a
don’t have real good name recog- visit I fell in love with it."
nition. We’re trying to establish
This year. Morrison has signed
that.
two recruits for next season. Durtalks
to
When he visits with or
ing the fall signing period, he
recruits, Morrison tells them that signed 6-foot 5-inch Jason Allen of
they will have to work hard in the Wisconsin and 6-foot 9-inch Mike
classroom and on the court. The Brotherton of Washington. Brothmain function of a college is to ed- erton was first-team all -state last
ucate students, and Morrison year and scored 43 points in the
makes sure that his players get an state championship game. He also
education.
had 18 rebounds and eight blocked
academics, shots and was named MVP of the
"He
stressed
Crump said. "That was his major game.
concern. He’s been checking up on
ustiatly."
Crump said that the players have
regular study hall hours during the
week. Also. Morrison has dropped
in during classes to make sure the
players are attending. Crump said.
On the court. Morrison said he
looks for players with good basket5,000 Flyers for $90
ball gifts, especially quickness. He
20 Lb. White
said he likes good people who are
willing to put forth an effort.
Copy Impression
"I want people who want a chal244-0460
lenge, and are not afraid of a chal3351 Pa ne Ave. S. .
By Randy Robertson
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Christian beliefs put on trial
B. Cuellar

gy Lisa

he
so
he

By Stacy Olsen
Deily staff weer
Various campus officials have
formed a committee in support of
Proposition 108 and Proposition
Ill which, if passed in the upcoming June 5 election, could mean
more money for SJSU.
The AP 111/108 (Alliance for
Propositions
111/108)
includes
SJSU President Gail Fullerton,
A.S. President Scott Santandrea,
professor/counselor Wiggsy Sivertsen and Steve Sloan, President
of the California State Employees
Association’s SJSU chapter.
The committee has been meeting in Tower Hall every Friday at 3

Dutsch said.
dm start writer
The counroom is the scene and
Bruno Paris, a graduate student
in computer engineering said. "I
SJSU students are trying Brad
think it was very well presented. I
putsch for his belief in the resurthought there were good argurection of Jesus Christ.
ments."
Student members of Campus
Crusade For Christ presented the
However, about Dutsch’s perdrama, "Christianity on Trial." to
sonal testimony, Paris said, "It
more than 100 studens in the Engiwas not of the same spirit as the
neering auditorium Tuesday night.
rest of the arguments. That’s what
All characters in the drama ex you usually hear from people proa
Dutsch,
sophomore
kept
in
fessing their faith in the streets."
graphic arts, were fictitious, but
But overall, Paris said it was a
the arguments they presented berational approach.
tore the judge and the audience
was real.
A response from Jason Harvey,
Arguments from the prosecution
a freshman in music was,’ Show
oestioned whether Jesus was dead
me how I’m wrong in not believing
after crucifixion, whether they
the resurrection." He said this
searched the right tomb for the
would be more effective.
body, and whether his followers
were hallucinating.
"Witness wise, it wasn’t balThe defense provided historical,
anced. Some of the things weren’t
archaeological and medical evireally fact." Harvey said about the
dence to support the resurrection,
"There is no theory that can connections witnesses made bemostly by providing witnesses who stand up to the reality of Christ’s tween archaeological findings and
were experts in these fields.
resurrection
from
the
dead." historical accounts of the bible.
However, the prosecution only
had one witness on the stand,
while the defense had five.
David Lowe, staff member of
the club, was responsible for getting a hold of the script.
"I could’ve gotten one witness
Calendar of events for every theory, but it’s a matter
Teach -in Earth Firsti 10-00 a.m. - 12:00 Umunhum Room
of manpower," Lowe said.
Though it may be difficult for
Teach -(n Alternative Transportation 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
non-Christians to accept the deD.M.H. 235A
fense’s arguments, "From my
Teach -in Feminists for Animal Rights 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
standpoint, it’s much easier to believe in the resurrection," Lowe
Umunhum Room
said.
Film Festival 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Engineering Auditorium
Don Wilcox, director of Campus Crusade, played the part of the
Art ExhIlalt
Environmental Theme All Day - Student Union
judge in the script.
Lounge and An Quad
Wilcox explained that the club
Earth Day information Make a difference 10:00 a.m. was "capitalizing on the season"
and the
Easter message that
3:00 p.m. In front of S.U.
"Christ is alive, by virtue of his
Source Environmental Resource Center
resurrection," he said.

Earth Week

5

Campus committee working for passage of Props 108,111

’ ’If people want to reject Christianity, that’s fine. We just want to
make sure it’s Christianity their rejecting." Wilcox said.
Scott Haworth, a Campus Crusade staff member said, "We want
to help people think for themselves. That’s the whole idea of the
verdict - so they can make their
own decision"
At the end of the meeting, the
audience was given blue cards for
putting their final response, guilty
or not guilty.
Dutsch presented a personal testimony of what being a Christian
meant to him and how Jesus had
changed his life.
His was the only real -life testimony.
"I’m just glad I had an opportunity to share my faith in Christ, in
actually how Christ changed my
Dutsch said.

S.J.S.U.

g
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p.m. for the last month to formulate strategies aimed at getting both
propositions passed.
The plans include setting up tables across campus starting April
16 where students can register to
vote and pick up absentee ballot
forms. Fliers detailing the committee’s support of the propositions
will also be handed out.
If
passed,
Proposition
Ill
would link the State’s annual
spending limit growth to the
change in the California per capita
income. The State’s spending limit
is currently the lesser of change in
the U.S. Consumer Price Index or
the California per capita income.

Barring J downturn in Calitorma’s economy, the change would
allow the state to spend more of the
revenue it collects as taite rather
than having to return it tr, the taxpayers in the form of rebates. The
funds collected would most likely
be allocated to scheols and healthcare.
Supporters of Proposition Ill
claim that wiles% the State’s spending limit is raised at the rate inflation increases. California will be
unable to maintain the funding
necessary to keep the status quo.
This could mean higher student
fees at SJSU in the future.
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Aaron Malchow

Funhouse
THE UNIVERSITY 15 QVIET,
AND THE STUDENTS ARE GONE;

MARGARET 15 CONTENT I OUR EDUCATION 15 SIMPLE
WITH NO TESTS TO TAKE, WHEN OUR CLASSES ARE FEW.
EVEN PROFESSORS ME HAPPY,
NOR GRADES TO -TROUBLE, + No LATE NIGHT ESSAYS TO MUTE
BECAUSE SPRING BREAK 15 ON!, OR SANITY TO FORSAKE. I WHEN LEARNING FROM LtPE 15
!WHAT WE DO.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON.. Buy or .11

Cell me today

(local Avon Rep) 11 I will send
book to your home or business!
Super specials for everyone
Share the book with family cc.
our
friends 6 receive up to
50% off on your own order’ Thank
you Also, good part-time Income
for the hofidey. Call JANE .1 251.
5942
GO FOR THE GOLD!
Ali this week. stop by the

ATTENTION

Elan

money

tential

Details

Stervices Office
next to the Pub to pick up dally
clues to help you find the
Grand
Golden Egg
$200
price certffIcate and many other
prizes
Funded by Associated
Students - co-sponsored by
Spartan Shops 924-5950 for more
information
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your exportl., knowledge in your
Btudy. field of interest, or hobby.
$7 95 toils you where logo & what

(1)602838-6885.

would like to work with hand-

ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM

icapped children in school sel
ring for up to 70 hours per week

ext BK4250

ATTENTION-HIRING’ Govt’ lobs

will ...1st you free of charge
Please send check to HART. Box
110266, Campbell, Ca. 95008
PFRSONAL LOANS up to $2500,!.
(Subject to credlt approval) Call
FED-

ERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273.
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money. too. Cleanings and
office visits et no charge. For bro.
chure see A.S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371E811 In San Jose
THE SAN JOSE KIWANIS CLUB Is
looking for Interested members to
ree.tebilah San Jo. Circle K
Club. Plea. call Richard Robinson at 534-1003.
U S.S BOXER REUNION
Was
your Father.
Granddad.
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50000 men who served
on the U S S Bo.r CV217 if so.
we Cr. having. reunion in Pensacola. Florida In Oct The Mt. are
10th, 11th, 12th
13th For More

Office,
Cooperative Education
Building 0 You must be ride to

838-6885 est 114250

work

call John Pigman at (415)
656-1497

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION
-GOVT

seized vehicles
from $100. Fords, Mercedes. Corvettes. Cheyys Surplus Buyers
Call

I-602438-6885.

set.A4250.
SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS, 4-whaelers.
TV4, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA. FBI. IRS end U S customs Avsliable your area now
Call 1-805-882-7555, ext Cr 255

tunity for those interested

COMPUTERS
INFERNO OBS
BN1, 300 1200 2400 Mud. &Irwin
tosh & IBM Ilbreriee, 25 phone
lines, multi-user chat (408) 395’
3721, (408) 395-5378. 14061 92E9035. (415) 964-6083. (415) 85E8746

FOR SALE
FOR SALE!! JANET JACKSON tickets
for April 26th & 29th Best offer
Call (415) 352-4081
MATTRESS

SETS. BEDS, NEW’
Twin set $79 full set 589. queen
set $139, king et $179 For both
Bunkbeds 599. Day beds

S99 5 pc bedroom eel 5199
Desks 074. dressers 079, chest.
646, bed -frames, delivery(’ (410)
745-0900

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK, excInt
pay! Assemble product. at home
Details (1) 802-838-88115 wet W4250

and part time position.
All shift. available
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR SANTA CLARA
Cell 946-2283 6-4 PM for Info

Nannies. 4546 El Camino Real,
wits V. Los Alto., (415) 949-2933

days a week ACUFACTS Inc
280 Meridian A.. San Jose.

cents with autism 8 related disabilities FT 8 PT posillom avail
Starting $6-66 25 hr Call (408)

STUDENT MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT..

448-3953.
HIRING

spring. Christmas and next summer breaks Many positions Call

15-20 hrs

1.805-682-7555. mt. S-1062.

chanical

Campus Connection. the lop 001.
age magazine. neeed ambitious

powerhou.e your resume as you
sell ad space and help publish
your school’s edition Campus
Connection provides extensive
training, materials, and support
We’ve worked successfully with

Basic me-

Mae

skills

3rd Floor, Student Union

STUDENTS! Start to earn NOW with
my 7 -book busin.s kit Real results. Fr. doted* E Henderson
Publicetions, 146 5 10th St Ste
7, San Jose, CA 95112
STUDENTS’ Start to .rn NOW with
my 7 book buslmss kit Reel results. Free Details E Henderson

hundreds of student. Full or pert
time po.illons available
Call ROBIN. Network Coordinator

146 S 10th Sr. Ste
7 San Jose. Ca 95112
Publications

et 4800)342-5118

95944-0502

3212 Scott Blvd
Smits Clara

STUDENTS!!
WE WANT YOU for the job!
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for clerical and technical
positions for your summer and to.
lure Cell 964-1340
SUMMER

Fee, PERSONA, (408)453-0505

at

the

RUSTY

firm is hiring Most eradoy.
Mori at $12 hr Permanent full
timers gel over 130,000 annually
plus medical Check u out More
information
ed. 1474 Berger
Dr

cross Gish, San Jo.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRON
MERV’ Earn 02500-$3500 Notional compolgn positions to pass
Clean Air Act. stop toxic pollut
Ion. lighten dealickle controls 8
promote recycling Availed. in 18

(406)734-5279

PERSONA Is pert of an INTL NETWORK with offi. worldwide in
the Bay Area. we’re looking or
people irtter.ted In Sal.. Acct .
Engr AdrnIn Support & Bilingual
English Joe/mese position. No

PERSONALS

etc ) 15% discount to students 8
faculty Call before May 31,1990,
the 151 appointment is I 2 price

Ave ,

CC.
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"

THE

tas-Intersection 860 Montague

Call

Night Saturdays Rush
Located in the
Sante Clara San Jose Area
YOUR WORD PRO.
CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kate al Technically Typing

’SERVICING

281.0750
Term papers,
Theses. etc Laser printer Free
grommet’ spell punt check Rea....ON rates, quick turnaround
(406)

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
1408) 972 1563
TYPING WORD PROCESSING, last,
accurate. reasonable Al! types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reading Same dny service Betty
247 8068 Santa Clara

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Jctrrnelism graduate

GLEN area

On campus every day
&
spelling. punctuation
Laser printer
grammar check

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE n.r
Call
Winchester
Hamilton
&

Is., print Id Call 923-3956

Free

SHIRLEY et 379-3519 $2 per page
minimum 5 pages

AAAH,

Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes. term

oddity

CECILIA --- (408)223-6102
$14 hr 0250
processing
Word
page whichever Isles,!

formats) Equipment used
Perfect & HPLasor Jell! Considerable busin.s experience and forWILLOW
mer English major

gernaker
.Scanning
Grephic
Arts We proof all our work and

PROCESSING letter
printing copies. Sr

WORD

Also. Desktop Publishing
(408)297-3975

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your

%

I

IAd Rates

three lines on one day

on3e0Minimum
Four
Days
$6 05
$705

Five
Days
$6 35
$730

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
::

$7 70

$.13135

UM

$145

$8 70
6 Lines $7 20 $8 25
Each Additional Line Add $1 00

$8 95

$9 25

Lines
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Two
Days
$5 30
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Fines

SAW
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Print Name
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Address
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City 8, State
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I

Phone 924-3277

I
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Automotive
1

I
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Rates (All Issues
Semester
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Computers
For Sale

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 126-560
per hour pert time A deem come
true
Clearbroal ol California
looking for marketing reps

Final draught preperstion

EastE /men -Dependable

Word

your word processing needs! We
have experien. In Wordperfect
.Venture DTP WORDSTAR

Personal Bus
Proposals

Theses
Reports

Phone

& resume. Will gladly assist
punctuation.
end
w grammar.
sentence structure (knowledgable on Turablan. APA 8 Campbell

fliers?

Call (406)236.2329

LISA’S TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
(408) 984-5637
Term Papers Resumes

264-4504

STUDENTS 8 PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Pub
fishing and Design now for all

EDITORIAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation. billogrephic materials, and editing sere

1408) 236-8759

Print Your Ad Here

Circle a Classification’
IAnnouncements

Front Office Position Fest pace
work with people Flea Evenings
end weekends Please apply in
person1620 Barber Lane Mi(pi-

MADE

LETTER OUALITY REPORTS thesis
etc are easy on professors lame
grede conscious graduate Very
reasonable rater. Call RAJU el

I-(Count apprommafely 30 letters and spaces for each hrle i

800- 75-EARTli
HOTEL

&

resumes theses.
legal papers mailing lists. graph Ice etc Call (408)984.5203 today’
transcription,

.4011111MIIMIIIMMI=MINEINIIIIMMIIIMINIIIIIIIMMIIIIIMMIMIII=IMMIIMMININIIIIIIIMIIIIMII=E I= 1140

I

HERITAGE

DESIGNED

erea

CALL MRS MORTON at 286-9448 tor
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of tem papers, r.earch projects

it when II comes to your reports,
overheads,
thesis,

(415)841-5036

stereo & DC interviews on cam.
pus 425 Call Kate toll free at 1.

BEVERLY

Almaden Bromism

deur/es,

Creative Products & Services
litany typeetyles end designs to
Choose From

Ices

tects. etc All formats including
APA LAW printer Quick return
Transcription services available

997-

satisfaction, Are you a perfection -

Professors

from

Arlene

TYPING

FOR YOU

Judy Ryan al 296-0204
FILES

Europa,
United
Hawaii.
ico.
Steles? Call for low air lame Per.

AAAAHAu LOWER RATES 8 HIGHER

CUSTOM

more Info about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
professional word processing
Theses, term papers, group pro-

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Mee

service.

message)
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Quality guaranteed Corn
pelltive rates Term papers, rape

professional dependable .rvice

returning on April

1316 Call Erlk at (406)370-2435

sonallted
3647

(all formals( and Desktop Pubnewsletters
lishing (resumes
Wars, etc 3 Call PATRICIA In WIL
LOW GLEN 1508) 288-54566

AND

formats plus APA SPELCHEK.
punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247.2581,0 am-Sprn for worryfree

Wentecl
people to share expanse. In pH.
vete aircreft to SAN Dreg on

BUTTONS!!’

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings el
6 30£ 6 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. 1016 & San Carlos For

FESTIVAL.

SERVICES WP Pages

need polishing? Get help rom a
Editor WtIM1
Professional Tech
English Degree Word Processing

EXPERIENCED
wordproce.ing, Term papers re
ports, group papers, resumes, letters. theses. etc Letter quality’ All

AFFORDABLE

please call (415)967.3532

April 7th &

TYPE - (408)972-9430
EDITORIAL

ports, resumes. etc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449

’SAN DIEGO for EASTER ’

SERVICES

HAIR

JAZZ

course you r A
neatly typed paper gets a higher
grade Errootree papers imparts
profs For this quality. call WRITE
grades

aware. both college grads Specialty in Science and all English
subjects for thelees. papers, re-

Plane ticket for sale 5354. April
26 -May 2 For more information

one of the 50.000 men who served
on the USS Boxer CV21? 0,0,
we are luring a reunion in Pens..

BARE IT ALL’ Stop having, waxing.
ter.sing or using chemical depilltortes. Lel me permanently re

TYPING AT REASONA
BLE RATES - Need our help?
minty and accuracy guaranteed
Were fast. dependable, grammar’

ports. NY Tirtleig, A let’s Go!) For

ORLEANS

270-

ACADEMIC

details call (212)664-2000 or write
AIRHITCH, 2790 Broadway. Ste
100. New York, NY 10025

(415)962-6801
U S S BOXER REUNION
Was your Father. Granddad
Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend

3663

the paint? CMS PEOPERTIES. an
exterior structurI maintomme

PART TIME DAY
Public school teacher needed this
fell for high quality developmentsl
co-op public school in Willow
Cann Campbell area Call KELLY
at 377-1595 ApplIcellon deadline
is April 9111

HERE

pipe, clean a gutter, eel Nrwe
post, and change bulb without
getting .flocked’ Do you know
which and of the brush goes in

OFFICE ASSISTANT
FT PT Temp poaltions in our mall
order celolog company
Duties Include taking phone Or,
dem data entry and handling customer Inquires Skills should in.

(rt. (as reported in Consumer Re-

Call BRAINSTORM

MEN’s WATCH FOUND In SUREC
locker room Please call (415) 65E-

SUMMER JOBS!! Do you know how to
drive a nail, sew a board, glue pvc

ask for LEE

good phone personality,
basic typing skills and self Mills
tive Will train Call Laud. at
SUPER LOCOMOT/ON.

IS

Mon-Fri
1 30pm-5 00pm,
1235
Oakrmed Peery. Sunnyvale. call
(408)245.2911

NEED SALES PEOPLE to place displays In stores Complete train.
Ing, set own hours Call 370-5736

Firnhaber at 29100204

NEW

Student

Service.

Call now PAMELA el 946-3862

SFO or LAX for no more than
5269, or from the East Coast for
no more than $180 with AIRHITCH

T-SHIRTS
Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or bust.. by selling
T -Shirts with
your design or logo

you end thank you end I can be
connected .1 924-1352

EXAM

SCUPPER Business is booming’
accepted
ApplIcstbns
being

(408)727-9793

elude

LOST & FOUND

avail

Mg. powerful graphics program
for charts, graphs slides, overheads, end color too’ Plus fast
turnaround snd guaranteed work

your

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?? Jet there anytime from

Berl Hey time at 250-1371

THANKS TO THE PERSON who re
fumed the PINK WALLET to LOST
& Found Dept I would like to meet

Purdue.

student discount card now’ Also
ask about the T W A Getaway
credit card for you and your par-

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt. Finenclaily secure
Lot’s 01 love to glee Call 1.111 or

Call 263-0258

fare’

del

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME,
Wordprodeseing W Its fullest ca.
sped
printing,
Laser
pacity.
ch.king, groomer check, edit

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS, TWA offers &AU students 10% off any
published

P U,

discounts. EDP
E014 EVELYN

TRAVEL

San Carlos For more Information
about activities, cell Rev NOW

Unwanted hair disuppeiers with
my care." GWEN CHELGREN,
RE , 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom

EASY MONEY!!!

N San Jose
Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
interviews 8 am toe pm

ROOM FOR RENT. PIN mo, kitchen
priveleges. 1 2 IA& 2 bike from

We also r.rolt for
Pay rates
technical positions
very depending on lob skills and

ployment Call 984-1340, mver

Up to 87.00 to start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU

bath Campbell townhouse, all
amenities Call MIKE at 370-1524

pus

thst leads the rest. at no cost to
you Call 370-5736 ask to, LEE

.. Call ANDY at 243-2630

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning st 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th &

658-1497

work experlen. Call us TODAY
for your summer or future em-

Wordprocessing-WordPerfect 5 1, postscript taw printer Close to camSpell grammar check

NEED TO RAISE MONEY lor your
club? We have a fund noising plan

any

MALE NonSmoker, open minded
roommate meded for 2 br . 2 1 2

bikini-lummy-moustechebeck-

ited P0 Box 64899. Chicago. III

printer Call ANNA - 972-4992
ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust pro Reports. theses re
Burnes. NM., mailings, etc

to have beautiful skin? 10% die
count to SJSU students Call

Is welting to novel you’ OM (115)
toil. H
976-2002 18
only 51

move your unwanted halt (chin-

60664-0899.

Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD

E825 rno Call 268-9157. John or
Martha or please I.ve complete

Campbell

Your very own

MARY KAY COSMETICS Do you want

open line Call (408) 968-2523 for
free details Call today’ Someone

WE WANT YOU FOR the lold
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
data entry clerks, typists, word
processors. r.eplIonists. general office and computer pro0.mm/re

EARN $1000’. weekly. Make $500 for
every
100 envelop. stuffed
Send .11-oddressed, stamped
envelope to Exam income Unlim-

Confidential

probe 247.7486. 335 5 Baywod1
Ave . San Jose

gustily people. or you can record
your own mes.ge And with our
voice mail service, you don’t have
to Neve your phone number on en

rity budding, off street parking,
laundry facilities. security entrance, carport, cable hook-up,
780 5 I 1th St (nr 280) 5725-

cola. Florida In Oct The dates are
10th. 110, 12th 8 1316 Form.,,
info call John Plgmen at (415)

STUDENTS

EARN EXTRA CASH easy 8 profitable
to sell Great fund raiser R & M
Enterprises. Box 501, Gridley. Ca

All shifts evadable
Full time end Pert time
Positions in Sent. Clem Milpitas.

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?
Now you coin find love, romance,
or adventure as easily es picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hoer Si, exciting message. from

SJSU Call 971-2519

Posineeded
tiords) may become lulliirne in
Director’s
the
Summer. Contact

EARN BIG BUCKS

students Gain great bust... xperience. earn up to 04.000 and

per week

let

Susie et 269-6288

FOR LEASE Downtown San Jose of.
flns or retail store 1100 sq ft.
depost East Santa
51.000 no
Clara St & 3rd Sr Call 236-6424

depimil! BASE$200 per month.
MEW ROOM. close to campus

positions needed in
Student Unlon

for

pope., theses, tellers. etc Grad
& under -grad Available days eves weekends by owl Laser

hair removed forever by special -

Sporran Bookstore (downstairs) 8
Roberts Bookstore.

message
SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers and messengers. All shifts. FT PT. we will
train Apply In person 24 hrs. 7

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential facilities for young adults & adoles-

NOW

HOUSING

FOR RENT, large 1 bdrm. 2 both, re
modeled. clean and quiet Sea,

CAVE SECURITY N hiring for full

AVAILPOSITIONS
ABLE!! Full & part lime permanent & summer position. References required Northern Calif

CRUISESHIPS

during

SECURITY OFFICERS".
NEED CASH?

Con-

CHILDCARE

49 DODGE CORONET. cleeic. runs
greet, orig. owner, under 10011
mi.. 02000. (415)948-1403

ATTENTION

school hours mornings end eedy afternoons

BRIDAL MAGAZINE looking for creative writers This Is a great oppor-

into

Guide.

your

merino courses, EIT. Calculus,
DE, LA, Gen 8 0-Chem, Physics.
etc 24 different books evadable at

tor’s Office

portunity Pick up en eippikation
form in Sweeney Hall 204 or the

area $17.840-569.485 Call 1-602-

throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed soAvailed. for 8 /mai
lutions

14011)946-1995, Mr Neggem
THE STUDENT UNION is now hiring
for custodial position.. Please
contact the Student Union Direc-

next school year. this is your op-

need, sales reps IMMEDIATELY
Flex hrs Call 720-0185

to ask for at local agencies who

SQUARE

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fall 1990 sern.ter 0 you

tact KRISTINA at (4081292-51C0

Student Activities &

WASHINGTON

reading

books’ 532,000 year income po-
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Pikes: Talking about charges
I- rum page I

the house to stop
Espinosa also said that the infractions of the Pi Kappa Alpha alcohol policy did not mean that the
members were alcoholics.
Part of the alcohol policy states
that the fraternity cannot sell or
serve drinks to minors, or throw
open parties. Espinosa said.
"It’s a lot easier (to break the
policy) than people think." he
said.
As defined by Article 1.1, Title
5. Section 43101 of the California
Admisistrative Code, hazing is an
initiation method that "causes, or
is likely to cause, bodily danger, or
physical or emotional harm."
Leibl said that he has not seen
instances of hazing. "All the
pledges are required to go to the library four hours a week." he said.
know they don’t like it. I don’t
know if you can call that hazing or
not. but that’s the worst thing we
do.
"I feel really let down by our
national," Leibl said. "They say
Samanda Dorger Daily staff photographer

Patrick Gandy, left, and Kurt Jones discuss the Balgooyen portrayal in the art quad

Balgooyen theme for painting
Its RIiiiNI Ott
,,ply sIdll WiiiS

In the southeast corner of the art
quad an approximately 15 -foot
square painting towers Wyo..: a
news article about SJSU Professor
Thonias Balgooyen’s federal indictment.
A poem displayed next to the arcontains the words:
I ,iand embarrassed
Mime
.th world .
III.
’gm want destroy.
/be
tduclued
Are but salt in the wound.

J011 Bennett, SJSU alumni,
painted the work and wrote the
poem.
The painting includes images of
what appears to be an eye. rifle and
a mixture of abstract messages in
three divisions of the painting. The
background of the divided fields
are of white, yellow and black, respectively. The third division appears on the viewer’s right and
contain the letters L-I-F-E in a diagonally ascending arrangement,
with rust like colors clinging to the
edges or torn, or ruptured. openings in the black field.
Tamara Jacobs, a sophomore in
child psychology said the painting

"definitly deals with destruction. I
think it has to do with how to control life through killing."
Patrick Gandy, senior RadioTV -Film, said the "wound",
"ingorant" and "salt" references
in the poem relate to the three different divisions of the painting.
He is embarrassed at two
things, said Los Gatos Christian
Church College Pastor Kurt Jones,
"the ignorant destroying and the
educated being aloof."
Bennett is applying for his masters degree, according to Gladys
Crowell of the Fine Arts Department. He could not he reached for
comment.

Complex: Alumni withdraw support,
want Gilbert to be rehired as coach
fiwni parte /
decision to fire Gilbert. She could
not he reached for comment
Wednesday .
"Anytime you make a decision
like that, some people agree and
some disagree," Hoffman said. "I
lust don’t think any kind of decision can he made where everyone
agrees.
Arends was critical of the timing
of the coaching change and said
that people he knew have with
drawn their support of SJSU programs.
"The people I know are ones
that consistantly support academic
as well as athletic programs." he
said. "And that’s what makes a
private funduniversity great
mg. ’
"The reason I withdrew is because I’m convinced there are not
enough funds to support a team."
Arends said. "Why build a field
house it Ws going to he a warehouse iii five years.
Ile said the football program
was "dead duck.’’
"Its just died. Athletics is just
indicative of the whole university .
Other financial supporters of the
stadium sports complex have also
withdrawn their support, according
to Alan Simpkins. a 1948 SJSU
graduate.
Ile said a couple of "major
ones,- with pledges of more than
S100.000 each, have been withdrawn.
lie would not comment on who
had withdrawn pledges.
SJSU has not received official
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also has been part of the plan
and that doesn’t have to
change.’
Donations are expected
from groups such as the
Town and Country Nursery
and IBM. The project will
not use state funds from the
budget.
Dan
general
Buerger, assistant to President Fullerton, said last
week.
Earth Corps is headed by
John Wheeler, the former
chairman of the V ietnam
Veterans Memorial Fund,
who raised $12 million for
construction of the memorial.

. . Boosters do
not run the
university. The
president and
faculty run it and
that’s the way it
should be.’
Dan Buerger,
executive assistant to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton
word that people have withdrawn
pledges for the project, according
to Dan Buerger. executive assistant to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"The university feels the right
decision was made and knows that
those people supporting coach Gilbert are upset," Buerger said.
"That’s understandable and will
probably always be the case on
these volatile issues."
Buerger said the university regrets the withdrawal of support,
but "boosters do not run the university."
"The president and faculty run
it and that’s the way it should be,"
he said. "That doesn’t mean the
supporters
important
aren’t
though."
Buerger added that there has
been significant support for Hoffman and the decision on the
coaching change.
"The phone calls, letters and

people that stop you and tell
you there are those people that
feel this has been the right decision," he said. "However, certain
people quite visible have registered
their discontent."
When an academic program is
dropped or added. Buerger said
there isn’t as much interest.
"As far as the university is concerned. its mission is to educate
people," he said.
Many of the people supporting
the complex were friends with Gilbert, according to Simpkins, which
makes fund raising more difficult.
"I don’t know what kind of support I can get," he said. "When
people give that kind of money
they want to feel good about it."
Alan Simpkins said he didn’t
know when a new date for groundbreaking would be.
"We’ve got to get things back
on track." he said. "Hoffman
knocked them off track."
The new complex would replace
SJSU’s current 55-year-old field
house at South Campus. It would
include a weight room and training
and medical facilities for SJSU
athletes in all sports. It would also
have a multi-purpose room for university functions.
The condition of the old field
house was "an embarrassment to
the football program and the university." Hoffman told the Spartan
Daily when plans for the new facility were announced in February.
In 1986. football players from
the University of Oregon refused
to change in the field house because of its condition.

New EPA report says air
pollution on the decline
WASHINGTON (AP) House
negotiators worked on details of
new clean air legislation Thursday
as the latest government air quality
survey showed 121 million Americans living in pollution exceeding
federal health standards.
The Environmental Protection
Agency also said in its annual assessment of air quality that the
urban smog problem became 15
percent worse in 19811 compared to
the year before, partly because of
an exceedingly hot summer. That
year is the latest for which data is
available.
The survey showed 121 million
people lived in areas in which air
pollution exceeded the health standards for various pollutants. including smog.

The agency si dt 1st ics. some of
which had been reported previously as preliminary data, showed
emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide both increased
slightly while levels of carbon dioxide and dust or dirt declined
somewhat.
The emissions are largely the
product of automobile travel. industrial releases or the burning of
fossil fuels by electric power
plants.
The report shows that over the
past decade pollution levels have
declined considerably, but it also
"shows the magnitude of the air
pollution problem still remaining." said EPA Administrator
William K. Reilly.

Trials
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illegally transported protected wildlife into the state.
It charges that he caught
and transported nearly 60
protected wildlife animals. It
also charges that he was acting with John Boundy, who
was convicted of similar activity in January, it was reported in March.
Balgooyen was removed
from his teaching position to
take over other duties within
the biological sciences department as a result of the
March indictment.
This action was not intended as a disciplinary action, Dan Buerger, assistant
to SJSU President Gail Fullerton, said in a telephone interview in March.
Balgooyen could not be
reached at his home and
SJSU President Gail Fullenon’s office could not be
reached at press time.

who was producer of the calendar
Leibl said that he took two sample photographs to Marilyn Rails bask, merchandise manager of the
bookstore, to we if the photos
would he offensive.
The only major thing we did.
was the calendar, Leibl said. -I.
swear I didn’t want to jeopardize:
our fraternity and I covered our
slim
ass.the
said
that
The presidents also signed a peRailshack
tition asking to keep Todd Cronin. bookstore had no comment on this
a member of Pi Kappa Alpha, as matter.
president of the Inter-fraternity
Leibl accused Greek adviser
Council. The university asked Cro- Nada Houston of wanting to get rid
nin to step down after the Pikes of the Pikes, and that she said this
had their charter suspended.
year would be the year that she
Samuel Henry, assistant dean of would do it.
student services who is in charge
Houston could not be reached’
of student disciplinary actions, for comment Thursday.
said the house had committed a
Henry said. "As far as I know,’
number of violations in the last six Nada Houston doesn’t call the
months. He also said that his office Pikes every time they get in trouhad been getting a lot of com- ble. She has enough to do. She’s.
plaints from a variety of sources.
very busy. That’s absurd."
"I find it very amazing that they
Leibl said that when the national
don’t know why they’re having fraternity comes in to review the
such difficulty." Henry said.
local chapter. it would "come in.
The "1990 Women of San Jose and get rid of a few guys for bad’
State" calendar, which caused a grades or who owe us a lot of
furor because it contained two money. We realize that we’ll have
nude shots, was approved by the to be extra careful. There won’t be
Spartan Bookstore, said Leibl, any calendars any time soon."
had and the university says
we’re had. Can we say they’re
both lying’.’
Leibl said that the other fraternities and sororities have been giving
their support to the Pikes.
He said that the presidents of
most of the campus fraternities
signed a letter asking the national
headquaters to reconsider its deciwere

Sex: Awareness taught
From pap’
of the outreach workers.
The community outreach program also gave free condom carrying key chains to students who
could answer a variety of questions
on acquired immune deficiency
syndrome.
Besides going to schools, outreach workers go into the community and educate people that the
normal mediums don’t reach, like
the homeless people living under
bridges and along the rivers, said
outreach worker Michael Bradford.
"We try to get the people that
fall through the cracks of normal
education," Bradford said.
On campus, the Peer AIDS Education Group takes a similar program to different groups. Last semester they went to the residence
halls and had cucumber dressing
contests and other games to edu-

New grads eager to break out of
the ordinary are breaking into success
at Conner Peripherals. As an aggressive
competitor in the disk drive industry,
being different not only sets us apart
from the crowd, but ahead of it. Today,
we’ve attained the industry’s most ambitious milestone ever. We’ve boldly captured the number one spot as America’s
fastest growing start-up manufacturer.
In 1989, our third year in operation, our
annual revenues increased 175% to
$705 million, breaking the previous thirdyear US manufacturing sales record of
$503 million. All because of one simple
albeit unconventionalstrategy: "sell,
design, build"
Traditional disk drive manufacturers
design and build productsthen try to
sell them. In contrast, we sell before we
invest. So we know we have a buyer
who will benefit from a product that
meets their needs precisely. As a result,
we have expanded both our customer
base and our product portfolioand
now attract leading computer manufacturers from the notebook, laptop, portable, desktop, and workstation markets.

cate students, said Raja Fattaleh, a
peer educator.
A coordinator of the group said,.
"Students go for these things.
guess the more strange and funny
the act," the more interested students are. Naz Motayar said.
The program was funded partly
by Associated Students and partly
by the peer educators themselves.
"These things are expensive,
but our students are so committed..
Some of it comes out of my own:
pocket, but it’s worth it. This is the,
best program we’ve ever had.".
Motayar said.

State charges
penny interest
PRINCETON, Mass. (API A.
town treasurer who mistakenly
shortchanged the state a dime was
shocked when revenue agents sent
her a bill for interest one penny.

We’re looking for the newest
class of achievers. Those with the wisdom
and drive to seek out the uncommon. In
return, we offer involvement at the forefront of new technologies and tremendous
growth potential to those individuals with
a bachelor’s or master’s degree in Engineering. Business and/or Computer
Science.
ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday, April 20
Contact your College Placement
Office today about our on -campus interviews. If unable to see us while at your
campus, we encourage you to send your
resume to College Recruiting, Dept. SJSJS,
CONNER, 3081 Zanker Road, San Jose,
CA 95134. We are an equal opportunity
employer.
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